Dear Hope of Survivors Family,

Clergy sexual abuse cases are popping up in the news everywhere lately and it is just added confirmation of how vital the ministry of The Hope of Survivors is. If you haven’t noticed anything in the news, I’d suggest you look again. Any Google search will turn up endless articles, and you can read some of the latest headlines on our News & Notes page.

Given this ever-increasing problem among clergy of all faiths, I would like to suggest you prayerfully consider getting involved in the 2nd annual Clergy Sexual Abuse Awareness & Prevention campaign this August. If you’re willing to sponsor, host or coordinate an event, please let us know as soon as possible.

As part of the events of the campaign, we will be going to Romania the end of July to help bolster the Romanian Division of The Hope of Survivors. Please keep this planning meeting in prayer, as well as the sermon series on healing and drawing closer to Jesus that Steve will be presenting while there.

This year, 2012, is a special year for The Hope of Survivors--it is the 10-year anniversary of the ministry’s inception. Over the past 10 years, The Hope of Survivors has provided truth, support and hope to literally tens of thousands of victims around the world, established volunteers and divisions for the Latino community, as well as in Australia, Romania and Canada. The website is now available in nine languages! We praise God for what He has done, and we thank you for all your prayers and support.

In order to continue reaching those who are desperate and without hope, we need your ongoing support. Would you consider signing up for monthly recurring donations of $10 or more in commemoration of our 10-year anniversary? Your gift brings hope and life to those who have been so terribly wounded by wolves in sheep’s clothing.

Not only that, your gifts help us continue to provide educational seminars and materials to clergy of all faiths, as we seek to educate them about the issue of clergy sexual abuse and how they can prevent it, protect the vulnerable sheep in their care, and protect themselves from going down that fateful road of destruction. Thank you for your
commitment to help those in need.

A case in point is the recent scenario of a victim who needed to reach a place of safety with her children. Because of your help, The Hope of Survivors was able to ensure she and her children were safe. That brought hope that, in time, will help facilitate healing, as ongoing emotional and spiritual support is provided. This was just one case--this scenario, and others similar to it, is repeated on a near-daily basis. God, working through this ministry, is bringing hope and healing to fragile and shattered lives--lives that generally are hopeless and on the verge of being extinguished when they reach us. "He healeth the broken in heart, and bindeth up their wounds." (Psalm 147:3)

I praise God for each of you reading this newsletter. I know you care. I know you have a heart of compassion for those in need. Perhaps because you've been there yourself. Or, maybe because you know someone who has been there. Or, maybe it is just because you recognize the significance of the impact clergy sexual abuse has on the victim, the church and the community at large and you want to do something to help. Whatever your reasons, I am grateful for you. Your prayers strengthen us, and those we serve. You enable us to fulfill our God-given mission found in Isaiah 61:1 and Ezekiel 34:16. Thank you!

May the Lord continue to bless you in every way,

Samantha Nelson
Vice President & CEO

P.S. Don't forget to register here for the next Hope & Healing Conference taking place August 26, 2012, in Omaha, NE! The deadline is July 29.

Human Rights, Homemade
By Jennifer Jill Schwirzer

Social justice, human rights, victim advocacy--these are all the rage today. For instance, filmmaker Jason Russell's viral Kony 2012 has received over 100 million views. I was one of them. Watching it, I felt outrage, compassion, and a call to noble action. Will the film have its intended effect of helping secure the arrest of war criminal Joseph Kony? We'll know in December, the deadline set by the "Stop Kony" campaign. Read more...

Imagine the Unimaginable
By Kim

Imagine the unimaginable, a woman abused as a child by a family relative...left to hold and keep a secret that would eventually lead to a life of more abuse. Abuse from others and, even more sadly, to herself. Placing that abuse in the back of her mind, trying never to remember, only to be sought out by a person who called himself friend, spiritual brother, boss and, yes, her pastor. Read more...

In the Spotlight!
The Episcopal Church

Does the organization have a clergy sexual abuse policy in place? If yes, where can this policy be found (provide URL, mailing address if a copy must be requested, etc.)? Answer to question... Read more...

Testimonials

"I found the booklet very informative. In it I found answers to a number of questions I had hovering in the back of my mind. I will be mailing out the other copies so that spiritual leaders, and associated professionals,
The Hope of Survivors may be exhibiting at this convention Wednesday-Saturday. All are welcome to attend and stop by booth #504 to visit. We look forward to seeing you there!

Hope & Healing victim's conferences are currently being considered in various locations (i.e., Long Island, NY; Jacksonville, FL; Denver, CO; Oklahoma City, OK; etc.) and will be scheduled when funds become available to conduct such programs.

To schedule or sponsor a conference in your area, call (866) 260-8958. Check our website for additional details and the most current information.

Immediate Needs...

* Hope & Healing (victim's) conference expenses (meeting space rental, meals, travel, materials, etc.).

* Monthly operating expenses (postage, office supplies, utilities, printing, etc.), staff, educational materials and victim assistance.

* Funds for conferences, exhibits and conventions—one of the best ways to spread the word about this ministry and bring hope and healing to victims!

Donations are the primary source of funds that make it possible for The Hope of Survivors to maintain its ministry. Since The Hope of Survivors receives no denominational subsidies, your gifts are vitally important.

Would you be willing to help? Thank you for considering a tax-deductible donation to further the work of this ministry and bring hope and healing to wounded hearts.

-------------------------

Send HopeSpeak to a friend!

We hope you were blessed by this edition of HopeSpeak. If so, please feel free to forward it to a friend so they, too, can sign up.

may be educated and, hopefully, better able to assist survivors in a sensitive and supportive way. Thank you so much Wendy, for continuing to be available to listen when I need to share. I have faith that out of all this, God has great things in store for the New Year ahead. I am going to be looking back at the website to see what ways I can contribute to THOS."--MA

"THOS has always helped me give the proper language to what I experienced."--TX

"You and Steve have shown God to me in a way that no one else ever has--as though before, all these people were telling me about this "awesome person who loved me" but you guys actually took the time to introduce Him to me personally. There aren't words to thank you for that..."--NY

"Certainly use any part of my e-mail. I can't say enough of how very thankful I am to you Samantha. You were the one who finally made sense of what was going on in my life. Your willingness to respond to my e-mails even daily was so important to me. I did not have another person in my life who was so attentively caring for my wounded soul."--WI

"Thank you so much for all the work you do. It's been a lifeline to me."--UK

Read more testimonials...

Creative Ways to Help!

Contribute with ease by setting up monthly recurring donations to The Hope of Survivors. It’s easy! Just go to http://www.ourhopeofsurvivors.com/donate.asp and type in the amount you’d like to contribute. Victims thank you for your contributions, as they help provide the support they need for healing!

No money? You can still support The Hope of Survivors! We will receive a penny each time you search the Internet using www.GoodSearch.com. Just type The Hope of Survivors in the charity to be supported box.

The Hope of Survivors has been added to IBM's list of charities that U.S. employees and retirees can chose from during annual Employee/Retiree Charitable Contribution Campaigns. Employees have several contribution options-automatic deductions from every paycheck, onetime payroll deductions, IBM stock contributions, or a pledge to write their own check to the charity. If you work for IBM, please consider supporting The Hope of Survivors through IBM's ECCC campaign. Thank you!

Did you know The Hope of Survivors is listed on the social networking site Facebook? Check it out! (http://www.causes.com/causes/47537-the-hope-of-survivors)

You can also donate through American Express Giving Express online: http://amex.justgive.org/nonprofits/donate.jsp?ein=65-1211701.

Do you shop online a lot? Then shop through iGive.com and earn money for The Hope of Survivors each time you order online!

Thank you for supporting The Hope of Survivors!

Resources

Understanding Sexual Misconduct Among Spiritual Leaders

Ever wonder what is really happening to you or someone you know? Are you trying to decide how to help someone who has been abused by a pastor? Or wanting to know how the church should address the issue? This booklet provides information for victims, spouses, youth, pastors and wives, church leaders and congregants, and an overview of the
issue of pastoral sexual misconduct. It is a "must" for those who need answers and help! (8.5x5.5, 20 pages) Only $2.95 each. Order online!

Call It Anything But Love! is a true story of a couple's struggles and challenges as they overcome their painful pasts to find themselves in a spider's web of lies, deceit, adultery and abuse--at the hands of their pastor. Their incredible and disturbing story offers context for the all too common, and widely misunderstood, topic of pastoral sexual abuse. This poignant illustration brings answers to the troubling questions we've all asked-Why? How? Who? Order online!

Make sure to check out the other products available too!
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Social justice, human rights, victim advocacy—these are all the rage today. For instance, filmmaker Jason Russell’s viral Kony 2012 has received over 100 million views. I was one of them. Watching it, I felt outrage, compassion, and a call to noble action. Will the film have its intended effect of helping secure the arrest of war criminal Joseph Kony? We’ll know in December, the deadline set by the “Stop Kony” campaign.

It’s good to be concerned about injustice. We should all do something to right the countless wrongs of a deranged world. I don’t doubt that the video has inspired some to action. But I wonder if for most it has produced this less remarkable result: a rush of good feelings. Speaking for myself, I felt my inner hero flex its biceps as I watched. I became an instant, armchair victim advocate. For just that moment, I felt reassured that my conscience and compassion were in good working order. And that felt very nice.

But indulge me as I self-observe: When I don my superman’s cape of moral outrage, the ego lift feels as if I can leap small buildings in a single bound. But ego lifts dissipate quickly; I eventually crash into a state of outrage fatigue. Here’s what I’m thinking: Wouldn’t it be tragic if human rights became another spectator sport? If we went online to get the stats on sex trafficking, domestic violence, or civilian death, then after ranting and panting for a few minutes, settled into complacency? After all, an atrocity over the ocean, tangled in a web of retaliatory attacks and political confusion, is really very inaccessible. Throwing money at the problem has been proven ineffective, even destructive. If I care much about things about which I can do little, I frustrate myself into not caring, even while priding myself on my caring. This sounds to me like a formula for paralysis.

I want to propose a solution. Start small. Start with the victim under your nose, in your families, churches, and communities. To invest in, for instance, a campaign against sex trafficking while ignoring cases of sexual abuse within our own sphere reveals serious inconsistency. I propose that instead of ignoring reports of victimization, we show an active interest in the cases. I propose we listen to the story and take cautious but appropriate action.

Okay, I’m showing my colors here. One of my pet peeves is sexual abuse. And my pet pet peeve is the kind of sexual abuse that happens in churches. I’ve heard so many stories that they’ve strung together into a sad song that plays endlessly in my head. But that song keeps me dancing toward the goal of ending abuse as far as my influence extends. And I’m recommending the same to you. Work with me to end abuse by advocating for the victims in your own world.

A few objections present themselves:

“They might be lying.” Yes, but the stats are on their side. Research has consistently shown false allegations of child sexual abuse to be rare; some sources say one percent. The motive is on their side, too. Coming forth on victimization is almost always socially awkward, humiliating and frightening, creating a disincentive for lying. On the other hand, perpetrators have a strong incentive for lying, as they preserve their careers, compassion, earnings, and relationships. In a recent conversation someone said to me, “It’s _____’s word against the _____’s word!” True. So then believe the alleged perpetrator? This is bias. Why the bias? Perpetrators are typically charming, and often powerful, charismatic and well respected. Apprehending them can present a great inconvenience. But ignoring the victim is typically easy. So here’s what I propose: Rather than disbelieve the alleged victim and risk re-traumatizing him or her, tentatively believe them and risk being lied to. There’s a risk either way, but a 99 percent greater one in disbelieving the victim. Then go about gathering proof. No one should be convicted without proof.

“That kind of thing doesn’t happen here.” General sexual abuse stats shock: 17% of males and 28% of females suffer sexual abuse in their lifetimes. Incest, the worst kind of sexual abuse, hovers around 10%, with females at 20%. And the well-documented problem of clergy abuse in the Catholic Church shouldn’t lead us to think the problem stays there: Figures released to the Associated Press in 2007 revealed that there are more sexual abuse cases in the Protestant churches than in the Catholic Church. That kind of thing does happen here.

“It’s going to ruin our family (church, community).” Actually, sexual abuse hotlines, counseling, and shelter programs have a positive effect on communities. A recent peak for sexual abuse allegations in churches came in 1994; it has significantly dropped since because of prevention and advocacy program implementation. Yes, the truth may shake things up, but the long-term health of your family, church or community will improve when you purge out the festering wounds of secret evil.

“It’s going to destroy (the alleged perpetrator)’s life.” Actually, treatment for perpetrators of abuse has a high success rate. The
The best thing you can do for the perpetrator is bring him or her to whatever justice is necessary and encourage treatment. The worst thing you can do is ignore his or her problem. The anaerobic bacteria of sin thrives in dark places, but withers in the light of disclosure.

"I don’t know what to do!" Let me help with that. First, listen to the victim. Document their story. Ask them to collect any evidences they may have, if they exist. If appropriate, seek medical care to ascertain physical damage and secure treatment. Find counseling for the victim to work through emotional problems related to the abuse. A free resource for processing a crisis can be found at www.crisischat.org. To get more detailed help, call one of the many crisis hotlines such as:

1-888-PREVENT (1-888-773-8368) Stop It Now
1-800-656-HOPE Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network (RAINN)

Information about each state’s requirements for abuse reporting can be found at www.childwelfare.gov; or you can call the US National Child Abuse Hotline at 1-800-422-4453.


“Learn to do good; seek justice, correct oppression; bring justice to the fatherless, plead the widow's cause,” Is. 1:17. “Do justice and righteousness, and deliver from the hand of the oppressor him who has been robbed,” Jeremiah 22:3. “A righteous man knows the rights of the poor; a wicked man does not understand such knowledge,” Proverbs 29:7.

Please join with me in advocating for victims today.

The LORD is nigh unto them that are of a broken heart... — Psalms 34:18
Imagine the Unimaginable by Kim

Imagine the unimaginable, a woman abused as a child by a family relative...left to hold and keep a secret that would eventually lead to a life of more abuse. Abuse from others and, even more sadly, to herself. Placing that abuse in the back of her mind, trying never to remember, only to be sought out by a person who called himself friend, spiritual brother, boss and, yes, her pastor. He constantly hid behind the pulpit and politics of his religion. He used his position and power to seek her out. Already broken, not once, not twice, but several times in her life, he brought further damnation into the inner parts of her soul, only for his earthly pleasure to feed his narcissistic and sexual addition.

He did not come to her as a lion to sheep but as a father to his infant child—gently, softly and caring—ultimately, abusing her sexually. He drew her into his sickness, only to bring back the memories of childhood abuse she thought she had forgotten.

They are both married with children. She fights with her spouse and herself as she’s left to keep yet another secret. The only one she can talk to is the one who abused her. The days and nights grow dark. Only thoughts of suicide seemed right. A call out to God, "Why has thou forsaken me,"—again? Questioning, am I your child? Are you really God? Do you really exist? He's my pastor, my boss, how do I live my life with this lie that will never die?

I confessed to the love of my life—my husband—and to the church what happened between the pastor & me. He lied and denied everything. I was shocked and devastated. In their so-called wisdom, the elders of the Church decided to protect the pastor at whatever cost. After 15 years of ministry at the church, we were excommunicated.

My husband, by the Grace of God (being a victim also), stood by my side. I was depressed and confused. Was God's plan for my life to live a life as an abused woman? Was this my identity in Christ? My husband searched the Internet to find a counselor for me. God sent him The Hope of Survivors. He began to converse with Steve Nelson who began to explain their ministry to him. He then referred me to Samantha Nelson for online counseling.

She began to counsel me and, without knowing me, asked questions that shocked me. She asked had I been sexually abused as a child. I answered, yes. She then began to explain and educate me as to what was happening to me. For the first time, I felt the Holy Spirit of God come in and bring me peace and begin my healing. I was shown in the Word of God, for the first time, the truth about Pastoral Sexual Abuse. I learned from the Word of God the responsibility of the Church on how to deal with pastors in this type of situation. I also learned preventative things that churches can do to protect against such evil misguidance.

I then attended one of The Hope of Survivors Hope & Healing conferences in Minnesota. I shared with a room full of broken women and men from all over the United States, different religions, race and creed. I then began to realize just how big this problem is and the anointing on Steve and Samantha to carry out God's plan for healing of survivors of abuse.

They are the chosen ones sent by God to give hope to the hopeless, to educate communities, churches and the world on pastoral sexual abuse and prevention, to help women turn their shame to glory. If there were no Hope of Survivors, I would be living a life without hope.

[END OF STORY]

If you are a survivor of pastoral abuse, we would love to hear your story and possibly make it available on this web site for others to read and renew their hope. You can use a pseudonym if you choose and rest assured that all personal information will be kept private and strictly confidential. Please contact us.

Please note: We do not necessarily agree with or endorse all the information contained in the survivor's stories. We do, however, feel they have some valuable information that could be useful to you in your recovery. It helps to know you're not alone, that others have shared your pain and have healed, by the grace of God, in their own time and way.

The LORD is nigh unto them that are of a broken heart... – Psalms 34:18
In The Spotlight!

(From the July 2012 edition of HopeSpeak)

Denomination: The Episcopal Church

Does the organization have a clergy sexual abuse policy in place? If yes, where can this policy be found (provide URL, mailing address if a copy must be requested, etc.)?
The Episcopal Church has a 30-year tradition of actively focusing on responding to this important issue. In 1985, the Episcopal Church General Convention—the Church’s legislative body—passed its first resolution on the topic. Since then, several very substantive measures have been passed by subsequent General Conventions. At the most recent General Convention in 2009, the procedures for discipline of clergy accused of such violations were amended.

How/where can victims or members of the congregation find out about the policy and proper procedures for reporting abuse? Is there a specific person or office to contact?
An Office of Pastoral Development of the House of Bishops oversees a process of providing trained professional responders in a timely manner to parishes and dioceses dealing with situations involving clergy abuse.

Parishes and dioceses may access the Church Pension Group website for sample policies for their adoption which cover all aspects of this topic. You may access this web page by clicking on this link: https://www.cpg.org/administrators/insurance/preventing-sexual-misconduct/overview/.

In addition, the Church Insurance Agency Corporation, a part of the Church Pension Group, has worked with Praesidium, Inc. (http://www.praesidiuminc.com/) to create both live and online training options entitled Safeguarding God’s People. There are three major modules: Preventing Sexual Exploitation in Communities of Faith, Preventing Child Sexual Abuse, and Preventing Sexual Harassment of Church Workers.

There is a system in place that provides for the reporting of allegations of abuse by an individual. The individual may report to an appropriate member of the parish pastoral staff or the parish institutional leadership. If the nature of the allegations makes such reporting inappropriate, the individual could report their allegations to the Diocesan Office. A third option would be to report their allegations directly to the Episcopal Church.

Does your organization’s policy include the abuse of vulnerable adults, as well as children?
The Episcopal Church has expanded its response to this issue to include not only abuse inflicted by members of the clergy, but abuse by any person associated with the Episcopal Church who fills a role which places them in charge of any activities involving children and adults.

Submitted By and Position:
Neva Rae Fox
OFFICER, PUBLIC AFFAIRS  Communication
The Episcopal Church
Phone: (212) 716-6080

The LORD is nigh unto them that are of a broken heart... — Psalms 34:18
Testimonials

By God’s grace and healing power, this site has been used to restore hope and courage to those who have been abused. Below are just a few of the comments we’ve received about how this site and ministry have been helpful to those hurting individuals (in most cases, names have been omitted for privacy reasons.).

“I found the booklet very informative. In it I found answers to a number of questions I had hovering in the back of my mind. I will be mailing out the other copies so that spiritual leaders, and associated professionals, may be educated and, hopefully, better able to assist survivors in a sensitive and supportive way. Thank you so much Wendy, for continuing to be available to listen when I need to share. I have faith that out of all this, God has great things in store for the New Year ahead. I am going to be looking back at the website to see what ways I can contribute to THOS.”—MA

“THOS has always helped me give the proper language to what I experienced.”—TX

“You and Steve have shown God to me in a way that no one else ever has—as though before, all these people were telling me about this “awesome person who loved me” but you guys actually took the time to introduce Him to me personally. There aren't words to thank you for that...”—NY

“Certainly use any part of my e-mail. I can't say enough of how very thankful I am to you Samantha. You were the one who finally made sense of what was going on in my life. Your willingness to respond to my e-mails even daily was so important to me. I did not have another person in my life who was so attentively caring for my wounded soul.”—WI

“Thank you so much for all the work you do. It's been a lifeline to me.”—UK

“I will stand with you in prayer and against the enemy. He will NOT win! We have the victory and we will maintain that victory!”—IN

“I know you are doing a wonderful and much-needed work! I am not surprised to hear of Satan’s attacks. I will certainly pray for you, and please keep up the work of helping victims of clergy sexual abuse!”—CO

“I haven't spoken to you in quite awhile. I am in tears as I read your email. My heart is soooo heavy for you and The Hope of Survivors. You were there to help me when I REALLY needed to hear the voice of truth and you were there beyond that and I know that you are still there if I need you. And I am only one. I can't imagine what it requires to do what you do for each and every little voice that musters up the courage to call never knowing as their story unfolds, what the battle ahead will require of THOS.”—Survivor

“You can count on me to pray diligently for you and the others at THOS as you are under attack. I am also available to talk to anyone that may need it (including you!). You know that I am a licensed counselor for nearly 20 years. I can also make a small, wish it was big, monetary donation to THOS if you let me know how to do that. If you can think of any other way that I can help you please let me know.”—FL

“Thank you for sharing this email of general but plain expression of your need for support and prayer. I have had you all on my heart a lot—and I will continue to pray. I strongly believe that the battle you all face is because you dare to help those who have been shackled by Satan and his agents to escape the chains of abuse and death. This is no easy work. I have often thought, as I share with you my burden and prayer requests, that I know you need prayer as much, or more, than I do. Know my heart will continue to pray for God to uphold and bless you with his abundant mercy. May He allow the bread you have cast on the waters to come back on every wave and feed your souls. May He allow you to reap a harvest of good in time for the beautiful seeds of hope, peace, freedom and comfort that you have planted. And while you wait for these times of refreshing, may His Spirit give you light in the darkness, and songs in your night.”—MI

“We lift you, all those who serve and victims up in prayer. Your ministry was one of the two earthly supports that God gave us to survive & heal and we will never forget that. I pray for your healing, for peace and for God to fortify you and others who are serving in such an important ministry. Thank you for what you are doing and may God lift you up.”—FL
“Your ministry is much needed. It has given me much courage to deal with my ordeal. The devil has been extremely busy lately—he knows he is running out of time. I guess you can use him as an indicator of your value to God by the torment he inflicts on you. :) You have my love and appreciation for your dedication to our Lord, and doubtless the same from any other of the Survivors who have been helped by your ministry.”—Australia

“I can tell you now that, had it not been for your personal talk with me, I would never have gotten over the misconduct my pastor displayed toward me and that made me feel, along with his wife, that I was the one who caused it all. It is so sad that the victim is blamed for the misconduct of their pastor.”—TX

“I know God has called you for His purpose. Recently on THOS website I read “How to “Tell it to the Church” —Christ’s Neglected Commandment” by Martin Weber. What a powerful message! And such a contrast to what I see and hear most often around me. I decided to start donating $20 dollar per month to help your ministry. I want you to know I support what you are doing and I know God has called you to do it.”—OR

“I just read your Newsletter. I just want to encourage you and Steve to push on. God is with you, and you and your volunteers are doing a wonderful and very important work with THOS. Even though, at the moment, I cannot support you financially, I will keep you in my prayers. I will never forget those years, when I was struggling, not only with my past, but also with the lack of friendliness in the church I was at. When I e-mailed you from that Christian bookstore in Germany, you always answered my e-mails straight away—even when I didn’t expect an answer. You were there for me in a time when things were very confusing for me. I want to thank you for that, and again, I want to encourage you and Steve to keep on doing the work with THOS that you do so well. God bless you…”—Germany

“My prayers are with you. I know you asked for our prayers for THOS ministry—and you have them! But I am also praying particularly for you, for quick healing from shingles and for God’s encouragement and strength. I am so grateful for everything you do. Your ministry has made a huge, healing difference in my life. God bless you and Steve!”—CA

“Samantha, I know you face a great amount of stress and so many people need you—thank you from the very bottom of my heart. I would have never been strong enough to face that testimony without the guidance, love, support, and prayers you have given me over the past 3 years.”—IL

“We are lifting you up in prayer—extra. We just finished praying for you in our family worship. We know you are on the front lines in your specific ministry. Satan would like to stop what you do because hearts are being healed and sin is being revealed. May God continue to sustain and bless you both as well as your efforts. The work He began, He will finish in truth and righteousness.”—AL

“I will forever be thankful for the support I received from Samantha personally several years ago when I contacted Hope of Survivors. The ongoing counseling from Samantha was the starting point of my recovery. I had been abused by a Dr. that I worked with who was also a very respected spiritual leader in our church and community. The confusion that I had experienced for more than four years had me so entangled. Samantha helped me to see the situation for what it was. Oftentimes what she said was hard for me to accept. I was very alone and ashamed of what was going on in my life. I was very manipulated by this individual and had an allegiance to him that was so hard to describe when I look back at that time. I knew that if I contacted Samantha she would always respond with Godly advice. I do not know if I would be at this same point if she had not so faithfully supported me through all of her e-mail.

God has done a good work in my life. I have not spoke with Samantha since she resigned the job of counseling but I would like her to know how well I am doing. …What Satan thought would destroy me and my family made us all stronger. I would like to support this great ministry. I have shared with so many about all that they have done for me. May God continue to sustain and bless you both as well as your efforts. The work He began, He will finish in truth and righteousness.”—WI

“I will keep all of those on staff and volunteers in my prayers. What you did for me I will never forget. I know I would not be here if not for your strong opposition to Satan in my trying time of abuse and recovery” —WI

“I do know God is in control . . . of my life, of your life, of The Hope of Survivors, etc. I also know that Satan is working harder than ever to steal, kill and destroy and, unfortunately, he has found a way into our churches through weak-minded men who yield much power over those under their leadership. As you said, he’ll do everything he can to keep you from destroying his work by exposing the evil he is orchestrating. I will pray for you and your ministry. I’m all for hope and healing, but there’s got to be honesty, too, and that’s a challenge when you’re dealing with something that so many try to hide. I wish you the best as you continue to fight the good fight.”—AR

“Keep fighting, Samantha! You can’t see us but you are not alone. You have sisters standing with you and some brothers too! Keep up the good work!”—TX

“...The Hope of Survivors is carrying on a much-needed work among a group that currently has no official recognition in the church organization, at least not that I am aware of. My belief is that this is the work that the Lord has asked you and Steve to carry on for Him. Although, you will pass through trials and temptations, He will guide you and bless you. As you know, I have prayed for you and your ministry on numerous occasions and I will talk to the Lord again about your present situation. Blessings to you and Steve and The Hope of Survivors.”—MO
"I've seen a number of websites for survivors, but yours is exceptional!"—MN

"I feel that I have come to a place of healing and peace. I have laid down my fear and pain and have taken up the hope and joy in my relationship with the Lord. Any lingering thoughts or possible future problems don't have as much power to hurt or consume my thoughts anymore. I continue to give thanks to you [Heather] and Hope of Survivors for all the help you have given helping me understand what happened and for your continuing prayers and thoughtful guidance. As you have blessed me, I will continue to bless Hope of Survivors with a monthly contribution so that you may help others out there who have suffered from clergy sexual misconduct. I will continue to keep you in my prayers and Hope of Survivors and if it is God's will try to use my experience to help others however He leads. May God's blessing be with you all."—MD

"I was so excited to have found The Hope of Survivors' website and a way to "speak" to someone that I failed to look over the entire website. There's plenty there for me to read and so far it has all been very helpful. ...and most of what I was trying to ask or express is found on the website. Thanks so much for your time and caring."—VA

"From a recent blog on THOS, I have written a rough version of my story at the hands of my Pastor, please find it attached. I thought mine was such a rare occurrence in the S.D.A. Church and it was only when I found THOS that I realized mine is not so unique as I had feared, unfortunately. ...I want people to be aware. Knowledge can be strength!"—Australia

"May God bless your ministry. I think this is going on in the church all the time, and someone needs to speak out. You have a ministry second to none."—Pastor, South Africa

"Thank you for your kind assistance and prayers. I often visit the website for information and encouragement. It is a true blessing. I pray that you continue this work."—MD

"I hope you still remember me [from] way back [in] 2007! Praise God! Now, I can say that now I'm one of the survivors! Thank you for your ministry. Praise God for your ministry. God has used you to make my broken life whole again! Pray for us as we continue to love God with all our hearts and follow Him always! Hope to be able to support your ministry soon! From the bottom of my heart, thank you so much!"—Survivor, Philippines

"My wife is one of the victims associated with this mess in Pella, Iowa. We truly need help over here. If someone does not commit suicide over this whole ordeal I will be very surprised. On a side note...your website has been very helpful. We read it daily. The articles associated with this website have been very helpful and we have forwarded them on to many people within our community. Can someone please respond to this...I don't know how much longer I can hold it together. Thank you."—Survivor, IA

"I am one of the four victims that was manipulated by this sexual predator. This website has been a true answer to prayer and blessing for myself, husband, family and friends. Thank you for your blog entry...God have mercy on us all! I need to process the info you shared—you shall hear from me again. God bless your work!"—Survivor, IA

"Please be encouraged to know, without your help, I fear I would not have made it. Your telephone calls opened my eyes to what had happened with Pastor M. ...Truly, God worked through your ministry to me and I know to so many others. I am so sorry for any hate mail you have received. Look to the Lord for strength and perseverance!"—Survivor, IA

"It has been a long time since we've spoken but you and THOS often run through my mind and are often in my prayers. I'll never stop saying Thank You for doing what you do. Having your hand there always open and extended to me to grab onto whenever I needed to as I pulled myself out of the sludge of the pit I had fallen into with a troubled man in a dangerous position was sometimes the strongest tie I had to truth and healing, though we've never set eyes on each other."—Survivor, FL

"I am an attorney representing a girl who suffered abuse by her Youth Pastor at the age of 16. We found your site and it has been of great help and comfort to my client. I would like any information you have or could share so that my client(s) can interact with other survivors and get help moving on. The church never apologized to the family, said it had no way of knowing such a thing would occur again, and the congregation and clergy have turned against them. The church did not offer any counseling, support, or legal help with the prosecution. The entire family is broken and suffering. I appreciate all the help you can offer via survivor support. Thank you very much for having this site on the Internet. It has already helped the family greatly, as the church's reaction has stunned them, and they feel lost, at fault, and guilty."—Attorney, FL

"I just now watched Issues and Answers #148 on THOS website. You are lovely, and I was so deeply touched by everything both you and Steve had to say. Everything from your personal experience, to the empathy you share for others. I'm further touched by how universal the guilt and shame is for those who suffer through these abuse issues; thankful that there is this ministry to reach out and offer this lovely, Christ-centered hope and compassion. I've known about your compassion for some time now, but sometimes is just strikes me in a fresh and powerful way."—OR

"I love reading the monthly newsletter and keeping abreast of all the growth and lives that are being changed due to The Hope of Survivors."—MO
“Thank you for your kind and encouraging words. They are apples of gold in settings of silver to me.”—FL

“This information will be very useful to me as a pastor and family life educator.”—Pastor, TX

“Thank you so much for this wonderful experience. It is nice to know that there are people who don’t just get angry about this particular problem (sexual abuse by pastors), but actually do something about it. I wish the best to The Hope of Survivors.”—Olga, Russian Translator, NJ

“You [Arlagen] have been an amazing help and support to us... Thank you for the great work you’re doing. You have been a great blessing to us.”—Australia

“Thanks again [Wendy] for all your love and support, and God tells me you ARE in the RIGHT job—you know just what to say when that person needs to hear it!”—Victim, Canada

“My church has been devastated by news of our pastor having an ‘affair’... Your website says that people do recover from this. This website is the only thing that has made sense in the past 3 weeks...”—FL

“I’ve been abused; and have been helped by Shyleene Rosado for about a year. I’m still trying to heal, God has been faithful, and I’m not working this year, due to a depression. I would love to help translating for this ministry that has been used by God to reach me and take me out of the darkest hole ever. I think I would be of help in translating from English to Spanish. It would be my pleasure and my honor.”—Maria [Latino Division Testimonial]

“I don’t know what I would have done without your ministry. Through the Internet, you have provided help and healing to me and my family. Thank you!!!”—Victim via THOS on Facebook

“I am so grateful to you [Heather] for “entering into my world” and responding to my email. Thank you. It wasn’t until my husband stumbled upon The Hope of Survivors and we both read everything on the site that I came to see that what happened in this scenario was truly abusive. ...Please know how grateful I am to have someone to dialog with on this. I don’t think any of my friends would understand; in fact, one I confided in called it an ‘emotional affair,’ but it was The Hope of Survivors that confirmed to me it was anything but—it was abuse.”—NC

“Words are not enough to express what your ministry has done for me when I was at the lowest point in my life, but I am still going to say thank you. I am also looking forward to being a volunteer with The Hope of Survivors, it is the right thing for me to do.”—NJ

Testimonials about THOS operations:

“I took some time to look at the documents you sent me earlier today. I must say that I’m impressed that THOS has such internal organization at its core to have thought through so many a delicate issue with such caution and diligence. I have great respect for the intent of each document, without reservation, and would have no problem signing and submitting to any of them.”—Prospective Volunteer, OR

“Remarkable appeal letter [Good morning The Hope of Survivors Family, 8/25/10]! One of the best I have ever read! Cheers!”—Herb Douglass, Th.D., CA

Comments about voting for THOS through Chase Charity Giveaway:

“The Hope of Survivors has and will continue to do for clergy abuse survivors what MADD did for decreasing deaths due to drunk driving. Vote today and keep our house of worship safe havens for all.”—Suzanne Collins-Cyr, ME

“This organization helps many women all over the globe, please vote for them. I can’t thank you enough for what you and THOS do.”—Sherry Stockford, MI

Other Comments:

“So great to see you guys are going to be in GEORGIA!!! :) I hope all is well w/you and w/the ministry. I still think of you from time to time and am still deeply grateful for your help in time of great need. I’ll never forget staring at my computer screen in almost disbelief of what I was reading as I searched your website...that was when I was still grappling to believe that what I had experienced was truly abuse and NOT my fault. Praise God for His chasing after me and healing my wounded heart (from many things). Thanks again for all you do for the Kingdom in this much avoided issue. Keep pressing on!!!”—GA

“Thanks for the support...it makes a difference talking to other victims compared to a mate, family, or friends. I don’t think anyone can understand what we’re experiencing until they’ve walked in our shoes!”—MN [comment made to Heather Brown, Victim Support Services volunteer for The Hope of Survivors]

“I am taking a moment ... to tell you how much I have appreciated your website and the quality of material you have made available. I myself have pastored for over 20 years and see the real need for this information as I have, indeed, everyone has, sadly, seen men fall. There is a great need today for an aggressive training of men to be true men of God by leadership—starting in their theological training. I looked at the compilation you put together from the book Christian Service, chpt. 24 on your website and feel that that is a very good place to start. May God continue to bless and honor your ministry as you honor Him with it.”—Dave M.
"I pray for God's continued blessings for you [Martin] and THOS. You have been God's blessing to us—the face and heart of our Adventist church. God knew we could not bear this without your ministry."—FL

"I am, and will always be, grateful to you. If I had not found your website, and if you had not been there for me personally, I would not have known how to put into words what had happened in a way that would have been taken seriously..."—Victim

"Martin, I really thank the Lord for your ministry it is absolutely awesome and God is using it to save our ministry. I actually read out to the whole meeting yesterday the first letter that you replied to me and it spoke volumes to everyone and gave the leadership some clear direction. This is all very new to them and they honestly did not have a clue how to go forward, but your letter explained the process beautifully, whilst at the same time helped them not to fall into sympathizing with the perpetrator."—UK

"You can't realize (or maybe you can) how much your writing means to me. To think that somebody took this much time to respond to me, blows me away! I know I need God to be my healer, but I so need someone right now to tell me I'm okay. Your emails do that for me."—IN

"Samantha, you have given me great wisdom and support throughout this whole ordeal."—OH

"I do know that you are one busy couple!! But always remember if you are ever so stressed that you are pulling your hair out—if it wasn't for your support, guidance, encouragement, love, and friendship through my ordeal—I would not be where I am today mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. The appreciation you deserve for the ministry you provide could never be expressed in words."—IL

"Words cannot express how much it meant to me to see you and be able to feel safe during worship again. I have so often thanked God for His presence through your selfless dedication towards my healing...and so many, many more like me. Thank you so much for your belief; invaluable encouragement and support of this journey which will soon be unfolding through its challenging trial of upholding the TRUTH..."—Western Australia

"Thank you, Steve & Samantha, for all that you do in giving a voice to what is so often a silent crime gone unpunished."—IL

"Thank you for being a light in darkness for those who have come through this abuse, knowing there is a ministry like this to turn to has truly been a blessing in time of great storm, with time God can turn it all around and heal and raise up the broken."—SC

"May God bless you and Steve and your ministry. I have never met two people in my whole life that can change my life for the better in one week, thank you so much."—Australia

"You guys gave us the courage and strength to carry on in the dark and dismal days following disclosure. Today, we thrive in good part to your being the Christ for us, the light when there seemingly was none."—ME

"This new life is pretty wonderful. Even with all the...medical things going on I am still having the most wonderful life ever. I thank God every day for coming into my life and bringing you and Steve into my life. I believe with my whole heart that He sent you guys to help me not die and learn more about God."—IL

"Thank you so much for all your help the past few months. When I first emailed you, I had no idea how beneficial it would be. The advice you have given me has always been sound, and your patience, respect and encouragement have been incredibly helpful. At a time when I felt very much alone, it was so important to know you were there. ...I wanted to send you this [donation] as an expression of thanks."—Canada

"I cannot being to explain the relief I already feel over sharing this with you, someone who understands. I've read some of the things on your site, and after reading your own testimony, I knew I had found someone who knew exactly what I was talking about."—IL

"[The conference contained] a good balance of information, testimony and pointed back to Christ."—IN

"Thank you for your love and compassion! Please always include the "ministry hour" where couples/individuals ministered to each other—powerful! Thanks for providing the morning and midday ministries that set tone, and gave direction to the afternoon hours. Excellent!"—Gail Coridan, Women's Ministries, IA-MO Conference

"It was great, thank you so much! I am very grateful for your ministry."—MO

"After the Q&A session, I feel much better, hopeful and positive among friends."—OH

"[The conference] encouraged me to hang in there and to keep focused on those who have been abused as I have."—MO

"Thank you for being vulnerable in sharing such a painful experience in order to help other hurting people. You are to be commended. My prayers will be with your ministry."—Robert Peck, VP for Admin., IA-MO Conference

"I have followed your website for several years, since 2002 when it had a different look. It helped me through a
time that I thought had signaled the end for me."—Survivor

"I am so thankful to God that your ministry was there for us when we needed it, had it not been for God using you and Steve I don't think the outcome would have been quite too good. Sometimes all it takes is knowing you are not alone. May God continue to bless your ministry and give you strength in all you do for Him."—SC

"I will always be thankful for the day God brought you into my life. You give that special care that I have such a hard time finding. I appreciate your efforts."—WI

"[My friend] just sent me The Hope of Survivors website and it is amazing already and I’ve only read a couple of pages! I had no idea anything like that existed."—IN

"Sometimes the ugliness of that time hits me and I am momentarily sad, but I know so many have been through so much worse and I know your ministry is a rock to steady them as it was for me after such a confusing experience."—MO

"I really appreciate you and your husband taking time out of your busy lives to be such a wonderful support to us. You have helped me more than you will ever know with your emails and story from the media clips."—IL

"...we are very grateful for THOS, because your ministry serves a very large purpose and one that many victims will benefit from."—MO

"I have said it before and I will say it again. One thing I admire most about people is an ability to speak the truth in love, even when it hurts. ...You hit a homerun with the message I needed to hear. ...I want God to clean house and He has used you, to open up those areas in my life. I can’t thank you enough for all that you have exposed to me. Not just in what is happening in my wife’s life, but mine as well. You really have been one of the main tools that God has used in my life for change."—OH

"Getting help has been the best thing I have ever done. It was a risk for me to talk to you, ...but I suppose I took it in faith, and so far it’s been amazing how beneficial it’s been. I find it very helpful to hear your perspectives, especially the reassurance that God can help me heal from this."—US

"I think you, Steve and God are doing is wonderful and so helpful to people like me. I want to support your ministry however I can!!"—IL

"I would also ask that anyone who is able visit http://www.thehopeofsurvivors.com/ for information on clergy sex abuse and hopefully to make a contribution to this ministry. That is the organization that was instrumental in helping my daughter begin this journey of healing."—Victim’s Father, on a blog posting

"I will be praying that the funds come in. THOS has been for me, and is for so many, a lifeline of support during a very dark time. You offer hope...at a time when all feels hopeless. God knows how you reach the hurting, and we’ll just pray that He continues to provide for this ministry..."—WA

"I have learned so much from you. Thank you for all of the knowledge that you have so willingly shared with me. You are a true Godsend."—WI

"I wanted to thank you for being there for my family when it was really hard and also for believing in me, it meant a lot, it’s only people like you and my mother that kept me going without doing something really stupid that might have taken my life."—Child Victim

"Hello. I was browsing Facebook to see if there was a Hope of Survivors group on here, or anything like that. The Ministry that you are a part of has helped me so much. I believe my mother spoke with you (via e mail) and you sent us some information a few months ago. I just wanted to thank you. I will be emailing you shortly. Thank you again. God Bless you!"—PA

"Thank you so much for your replies, and for sharing your story with me, and for reassuring me that I’m not crazy and that things like this do happen, and that my perceptions could very well have been accurate. I have read the brochures, and they’ve been extremely helpful. In fact I don’t know what I would have done if you weren’t here for me and if those materials weren’t available. I would have been completely alone, and as I’m prone to depression, I just don’t know what would have happened. Honestly I think some women in this position might grow so despondent they would think of hurting themselves. Thank you so much for the work you do in helping people like me, in helping to educate others about clergy abuse. God always finds a way to take something bad and make something good come out of that, and this is what He has done through you. Thank you again for everything, I don’t know what I would have done without you."—OH

"First of all, I wish to thank you for the supportive Bible verses—especially for Ps. 37, which I have already read several times. What a blessing you are to those who have been terribly afflicted as I have. Your advice is uplifting and strengthening, and I can’t thank you enough. I have faith, that I am being sheltered by Him."—NY

"...just reading your web site and typing up my story has already resulted in a miracle in my heart. I am grateful to have found your web site."—WA
"I enjoyed reading your story as I related to almost every feeling. I am thankful that God put someone like you in my path. I do not think that it was just coincidence. I just want help getting the garbage out from inside my soul. I want to be able to one day have a normal relationship and family. I've done a lot of cleaning up—but there is so much more to go."—CA

"I'm sorry to hear that your ministry is so busy, because I know that means there are many people in pain, but I am so grateful for the work you do. I don't know what I would have done without you, and I'm just glad you are willing to continue the ministry. It's so needed, as most churches seem to be incapable of providing victims with any form of appropriate support."—AZ

"I just finished reading Steve's words in HopeSpeak, [January 2008] and I wanted to share with you my overwhelming feelings when I read the last line, "God has used our experience to save more than just 'one'." I felt an upheaval in my heart and was so touched by the words that I felt like I was about to break down and cry uncontrollably. Tears came to my eyes and I was overpowered by the feeling to hold onto you both and have a good cry over what happened to you two. What a way to turn a bad situation into what your ministry is today! ...Steve's words touched me in a way I've never been touched before. You two have such a special ministry and I'm thrilled to read how far it has come since C. discovered your web site. That your ministry has expanded worldwide is amazing, and you both were such an integral part of his healing. My wishes for you this new year are that God sees fit to offer your ministry more open doors and for good health. I'm so happy to have met you both... You both hold a special place in my heart."—MA

"Today, when I came back from school, I found your newsletter and believe me that I didn’t eat and I didn’t even change my clothes before I finished reading it. I didn’t know what The Hope of Survivors means, now I understand. I appreciated you and Steve, your whole work, when we met in Norway and now I have a lot of reasons to appreciate you more. You have a lot of power, and a great heart to help the others. I was really impressed by what I read. I want you to know that I pray for you and the other people who work for THOS. God bless you all."—Romania

"I have great admiration and appreciation for the ministry the two of you have undertaken, especially knowing a bit about the background that led to the very positive work you are doing to help so many hurting people around the world. You will be in our prayers. Pray for us, as we resume pastoral ministry in the Peoria-Sun City Adventist Church in northwest Phoenix. Though no longer serving on your board, you retain our love, respect, and high esteem as friends. Call on us if we can assist in any practical way."—Ralph Robertson, (former) Ministerial Director, Northern California Conference

"First off, I would love to thank you for taking the time out of your busy day for me... you don’t even know me, yet you take the time out to read my story and reply even. You assume I am telling the truth and don't assume I am making this up. I have wanted to tell someone for the longest, but feared no one would believe me. ...You have helped me more than you will ever know..."—NY

"The time spent with you and your husband was very beneficial for the both of us. We had a wonderful time visiting. Being able to tell our story to a couple who was understanding and supportive was an amazing outlet for me. You both were so kind and compassionate to the both of us and it was so uplifting to be able to know that I (we) am not alone in this and that others have dealt with situations like mine successfully. I’ve read through the pamphlets and they are all SO good. I am getting ready to place an order so I can share them. ...Thank you so much for listening to God's direction in your life and helping people like me. I'll say it again—you saved my life."—IL

"Wonderful job! The newsletter [October 2007] was the best ever! You are great. Hope it gets out the need for The Hope of Survivors to continue and how much it is needed. Great paper."—WA

"The ministry of THOS is so very important to helping those little sheep that Satan has scattered and it breaks my heart to know that many, many churches do not understand what pastoral abuse is and what it isn't. I see very well—more than ever—a need for all the seminars and conferences you do."

"The Hope of Survivors web site was literally a 'God-send' to me and to my husband. Both of us were betrayed by our "pastor-friend" and found ourselves truly in the wilderness. You are to be commended for the depth and breadth of the ministry you offer. For victim/survivors, there really is no such thing as a local support group you can turn to in order to help minimize the shock and dismay of this particular trauma/abuse. Your web site became my/our support group, especially for my husband in hearing Steve's story and realizing how all-too-common spouses are part of such a web. Often in the evenings, I would find great solace in reading the sad-but-very-similar stories of abuse and feel like I was not alone. Over time, your resources have helped our church understand the complexity of this issue. Your calm demeanor and sense of being 'ever-present' were affirming and healing to us. And, naming that this is 'never an affair' is extremely helpful, especially early on! Our lives have been 'saved' by God's grace working through you to reach out to others! Thank you for being an authentic and reliable witness to the Gospel."—B., Maine

"I am writing to you to let you know how you have helped my wife and myself get through the trauma of CSA. Early on, your web site and your emails kept us going when all was in turmoil. You helped us to understand what it was that we were going through when we did not understand ourselves. For me, as the husband, just having another husband who had gone through this was a blessing. Steve understood what I was going through and..."
guided me through the turmoil of CSA. Your web site and educational materials were answers to our prayers in helping not only myself and my wife understand CSA, but also letting us help others in our church family to understand what was happening. Without you there would be no hope for survivors. Thanks for being there.—P., Maine

“I love your words. They are like a soothing oil comforting my soul in this spiritually parched desert in which I find myself.”—A Survivor

“Thank you for sharing with me and being honest. Yes, the more time goes on and the more I learn and the more I speak with you...well, the more I see the truth of all of this. Truly, I don’t think you realize how needed you are and your ministry and how much you are a blessing to me...I can’t even imagine how many people you must have helped.”—A Survivor

“I want you guys to know that the work you do is invaluable. Although I am still immersed in the pain and regret of my actions, I can see how many others have experienced what I am going through and that makes me glad to know that I will be healed and whole one day.”—A Survivor

“Thanks for checking up on me. I don’t know what I’d do without your support. It’s amazing to me what you’re doing. The Church is rich in tradition and devotional aesthetics, and there’s nothing wrong with that. But, what you’re doing is more Christian than anything I’ve seen the Church do for a long time.”—A Survivor

“I am so sorry it’s taken me so long to thank you for your heartfelt and beautiful email. It was just so refreshing to hear from someone who sees the truth, and has had experience in this area...Everyone seems so blind—I want to scream. That is why I can’t tell you how wonderful it was to hear your words of encouragement and wise advice....I have copied your email to the members in my family who are standing on the side of God’s Word in this situation. Your words have been a blessing to us all. Thank you so much for taking time out of your busy schedule to reply to me. I have no way to fully express how much it meant to hear a voice of reason, filled with Godly wisdom. You are a good person. Finally, I want to thank you so very much for taking such a painful experience in your own life, and using it to create a ministry to help others see a bit of light in a very dark place. God bless you and your ministry.”—A Survivor

“Words cannot express how thankful, to God, I am to have you to turn to with all of this.”—A Survivor

“Thank you for your messages of today and yesterday...they have been inspiring and a blessing. I need all the help I can get right now...””—A Survivor

“I really want to thank you for your web site...I wish I had looked for it a long time ago. Your site really hit the nail on the head concerning the fact that an affair happens between equals, NOT between a clergyman and a parishioner, no matter what.... Until I found your site, I felt so very alone in this.... What you’re doing with your web site is truly God’s work. I know that that is what Jesus had in mind for His Church.””—A Survivor

“I look at your web site daily for a bit of encouragement and a reminder that what happened was wrong, regardless of the response of the church authorities. Without your web site and kind words, I’d be lost.””—A Survivor

“I’d love to be a part of your ministry in any way, shape or form. You’ve done so much to save my life, my marriage, my relationship with God... Prior to finding you I had AdvocateWeb, and they do still help with their online messages of hope, but your ministry is *personal* and one-on-one, something a new victim of CSA can’t get enough of as they’re struggling with the shock and wondering if they can even live another day in their newly shattered world.””—A Survivor

“I will never forget my first conversation with you Samantha...you brought me hope.””—A Survivor

“First, I want to thank you for all the information on the site! Thank you for this ministry! You were a blessing to me! I hope more people find you!!!!”—A Survivor

“I wish to thank you very much for your web site on abuse. I am not a Christian; until recently, I had lost all faith in God, but your site really gives me hope. Once again, thank you for the information on your site, as I said, it truly does give me hope.””—A Survivor

“Thank you for providing this help to the victims. I am the full-time pastor of the Cohutta Georgia Seventh-day Adventist Church and Senior Chaplain for the Dalton Georgia Police Department. I commend you for your work and believe that we must do even more to assure that children and adults are safe from predators whether they be pastors or laypersons. We have hidden our heads in the sand way too long.””—Elder Jim Cox, Pastor & Certified Master Law Enforcement Chaplain

“In addition to giving thanks to you for your help and support, I have to always give thanks to my friend. She was the one who got on the Internet and found your web site. If not for her, the guilt I was feeling would have overwhelmed me and led me to suicide. I did not realize anything about clergy abuse or that it was not my fault. Your web site changed everything. I’ll never forget my friend calling and saying to check out the web site because she said when she read it she got chills and thought, “This is it. This is what happened to you.” She happens to have been a good friend of the pastor and his wife, too, so it was hard for her, but she reached out to help me. So
many people were led by God to help me and most of all my fiancée, in his love, was able to stick with me and all the things he would say to me would mirror what you would say, and he hadn’t even read your information at the beginning, so it was coming from his heart. God is great and I give him thanks for what you and Steve are doing. I am so blessed!”—Midwest Survivor

“Great email. You read my words carefully and responded with steadfast support. It is refreshing to be heard so clearly.”—L., Illinois

“I am just so very happy to have found you right now. I have to say your responses feel like balm to my soul because I can tell you listen to everything I say and that you understand what I am sharing. I really appreciate the love you have already shown to us. I am very glad that I went to your web site and admire the fact that you have done this and want to make your pain help other people.”—D., Ohio

“Thanks again for your prayers & concern. It actually feels comforting to know someone out there understands done this and want to make your pain help other people.”—Survivor, SE U.S.

“I can’t tell you how much it means to me to know that you’re there. I pray for a peaceful existence one day, as you seem to have, and to be at peace with myself with God’s help. I pray for that so much.”—K., Virginia

“You are very sweet and kind. I appreciate your encouragement.”—A., Florida

“I thank God that you’re my messenger. You have no idea how much peace I have about my decision, and how much you have blessed me. You have helped me to see what the Lord’s will was from the beginning, I knew deep in my heart this is what He wanted me to do from the start, but I was letting worldly issues guide me, not the Holy Spirit that lives in me. Thanks so much for being here for me...I know that I’m in for a long haul and a rough road ahead and it is a comfort to know that you will be there for me through it all.”—J., New Mexico

“I am so thankful God put you in my life. You have been a great blessing to me. I can talk to you like you were my sister. I do feel very comfortable sharing my thoughts and feelings with you. I really feel you listen to what I am saying and when I tell you I am in pain you don’t try to brush me off by saying just get over it. I am thankful that when I sent my story to you, you didn’t just delete it. I am also very thankful for when I have talked to you by phone you always end our phone call with a prayer. That has meant a great deal to me. Thank you.”—M., Georgia

“The Hope of Survivors is a ministry that provides good information about CSA, with an added personal touch. Samantha, who corresponds with the women who have been abused, has e-mailed me, sent me books and brochures, and even a birthday card! She has given me hope during the darkest time I have ever known, as only a fellow CSA survivor can. She has also provided me with the names of two other CSA survivors; women I have become close friends with thru e-mails and phone conversations. Her brochures about CSA are the best I’ve seen; a crime that is often shrouded in confusion is brought to light with gentle truth and compassionate mercy.”—T., Ohio

“I found The Hope of Survivors via the International Candlelight Vigil website in October of 2003. Since visiting The Hope of Survivors’ web site initially, I have come to know Samantha Nelson and her and her husband’s story, and I also have experienced the glory of hope through The Hope of Survivors’ mission.

I’m an adult female victim of clergy sexual abuse. It is a very, very painful recovery but The Hope of Survivors has supported me emotionally and in other ways and I know I’m not alone. I can truly say that the ministry of The Hope of Survivors has allowed me to grow spiritually, realizing that the pain and anguish I have experienced at the hands of my former minister was not the will of God, and that God is there to help me heal.

I’m very thankful for their ministry as it offers true hope for healing from the devastating effects of clergy sexual abuse. My hope is that The Hope of Survivors’ ministry continues to grow, educating and offering hope to women, congregations of all denominations, clergy and church officials.”—K., Virginia

“I just thought of something the other day and thought I’d mention it. I have noticed such an incredible release in my life from the past—I remember thinking, okay—it takes about 4 years or so and then you’re completely healed. (That’s still a long time!) And a lot of life has been lost or strained due to a bad choice by the perp. But I’ve really felt different the past couple months, and I think this is key: you told me to get rid of everything in my house that I could—things he gave me, memorabilia... I actually had a photo album devoted entirely to church people and events, and it was under my bed. Well, I got rid of that, the ring he gave me, all the papers for the attorney—I put it out of the house. What a difference it made—and I didn’t even consciously think of it—I just put it together the other day—had an "aha" moment—"so THAT’s why I’ve been feeling so much better!" So keep telling women that, who come to you for help—get rid of everything—every reminder of him... every gift he gave. There’s really something to that.”—T., Ohio

“Thank you so much for your web site. You have no idea what a great help it was for me. It really explains everything so well. I was in an abusive relationship with my pastor for a year and a half. I am so thankful you wrote about the confusion because I felt very confused throughout, because he kept saying this was from God...and I was to be become his next wife, the one God ordained for him. He used scripture continually through this whole ordeal. Scripture is hard for me to read now. Thank God for your ministry. What a blessing to others! You see, I don’t think women see this as abuse, they don’t understand. But thanks to you and your ministry and web site, it is..."
As you can see, God is using this ministry to impact lives in a positive way. Please continue to pray for this ministry and those we serve!

If you are a survivor of pastoral abuse, we would love to hear your story and possibly make it available on this web site for others to read and renew their hope. You can use a pseudonym if you choose and rest assured that all personal information will be kept private and strictly confidential. Please contact us.

Please note: We do not necessarily agree with or endorse all the information contained in the survivor's stories. We do, however, feel they have some valuable information that could be useful to you in your recovery. It helps to know you're not alone, that others have shared your pain and have healed, by the grace of God, in their own time and way.

The LORD is nigh unto them that are of a broken heart... — Psalms 34:18